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Bikes – an interesting history
Did you know that bicycles have been around for about 200 years? However, they didn’t always look like 
the bikes we know today. Keep reading to find out the interesting history of bikes. 

1817  
The first practical example of a bicycle was created by German, 
Baron Karl von Drais in 1817. Around this time there was a terrible 
famine in Germany and lots of horses were dying. This impacted 
on how people could get around. 

Baron von Drais needed a replacement form of transport, so 
he set about inventing a wooden machine with two wheels and 
a seat that could be straddled by a person. This bicycle did not 
have pedals, so the rider had to propel it forward by pushing their 
feet along the ground. He called it a ‘laufmaschine’ (German for 
‘running machine’) and it was also known as the ‘draisienne’ or 
‘hobbyhorse’. 

1863
In 1863, Pierre Michaux (a Frenchman) was repairing a 
‘draisienne’ when he realised that pedals could be fitted to 
the front wheel to improve the design. He set up a business to 
produce these new bicycles and called them ‘velocipedes’. 

In 1868, the velocipede was introduced in Melbourne and became 
very popular with Australians. In July of the following year (1869), 
Australia’s first bike race was held at the Melbourne Cricket 
Ground.

1870
James Starley and William Hillman (both Englishmen) developed 
a new style of bicycle which was officially known as the ‘ariel’ but 
was nicknamed the ‘penny-farthing’. This bike had a very large 
front wheel which meant that more distance could be covered 
with one turn of the pedal. It was also the first bicycle made 
completely of metal.

This bike was an immediate hit in Australia. Each colony formed 
bicycle clubs and by 1884 there were about 30 different clubs. 
Clubs had registered colours, and riders wore these when they 
went on group rides.

While the penny-farthing was very popular, it was also quite 
dangerous. The rider needed to be quite coordinated to even 
get up onto the bike and, while riding, could be thrown over the 
handle bars if the front wheel hit something or the bike came to a 
sudden stop.
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1880s
During the 1880s many improvements were made to the 
bicycle and these became known as ‘safety bicycles’. 
Some of the improvements included:
��  making the wheels approximately the same size
��  adding chains to make pedalling easier
��  replacing hard, rubber wheels with air-filled tyres to 

make them easier to turn and the ride smoother.

These changes made bikes safer and encouraged 
more people to take up bike riding. Bikes soon became 
an everyday transport option, not just an activity for 
adventurous people!

Late 1890s 
The next major change to bicycles was adding gears. 
This helped to reduce the effort needed to ride a bike 
uphill or against a strong wind.

The 1900s
With the invention of the car, the use of bicycles started 
to decrease (particularly in Australia and the United 
States of America). 

In the early 1970s, the BMX bike was created. This bike was 
purpose built to ride at high speed over rough ground. 

The first mass-produced mountain bikes arrived in the early 
1980s and these were designed for riding over a variety of 
surfaces. They had sturdier (stronger) frames, wider tyres, an 
upright seating position and suspension on the front and/or back 
to allow for a smoother ride. By the year 2000, these bikes were 
one of the most popular choices. 

The 2000s 
The technology used in bicycles continues to change. The frames continue to get lighter and more 
aerodynamic while still being strong. Engineers and designers use computers to come up with new ideas 
for bicycles to suit all sorts of purposes. New materials and technology are improving safety all the time 
with better helmets, lights, reflectors and brakes.


